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Chairman’s Letter
“ People, Planet, Progress—published each Earth Day—
highlights our progress across four areas of corporate
social responsibility: environment, marketplace,
workplace, and society.”
Parsons is committed to the practice of transparent reporting
of our social responsibility efforts, and as millions of people
around the world celebrate Earth Day, I am pleased to introduce
our 2015 corporate social responsibility report. It has been
5 years since we first published People, Planet, Progress,
and these three concepts remain at the forefront of our social
responsibility efforts as evidenced by the fact that we remain
a responsible citizen, employer of choice, good neighbor, and
a positive contributor to the world’s economy.
People, Planet, Progress—published each Earth Day—
highlights our progress across four areas of corporate social
responsibility: environment, marketplace, workplace, and
society. In this report, we reaffirm our commitment to minimize
the environmental impact of operations, conduct business
practices ethically, and support the communities where we
work through job creation, charitable donations, and
volunteerism.
Our success in Delivering a Better World is grounded in our
commitment—our 15,000+ employees’ commitment—to our
six core values of safety, quality, integrity, diversity, innovation,
and sustainability. Because each value reflects our dedication
toward social responsibility, I’d like to share with you a few of
our successes. Integrity is an integral part of who we are and
is demonstrated through our designation by the Ethisphere
Institute as one of the World’s Most Ethical Companies for the
6th consecutive year. We are also extremely proud that we are
one of only five companies in the United States to be accepted
into (and continue participating in) OSHA’s Corporate Voluntary
Protection Program (VPP)—a cooperative program that
partners with employers and workers who have implemented
effective safety and health management systems and who
maintain injury and illness rates below federal Bureau of Labor
Statistics averages for their respective industries.
Our sustainability core value is also a key part of who we are
as a corporation. In fact, all of our project managers receive
sustainability training as part of their certification process,
and all of our projects are required to establish sustainability
goals. Parsons has a long and rich history of providing
innovative and world-class sustainable solutions across diverse
markets with an emphasis placed on defense/security,
industrial, and infrastructure. The projects in this report depict
just a few examples of how we develop and implement our
projects, programs, and the tools we use to deliver a more
sustainable world. Our solutions include:
• Energy optimization master planning and design
• Alternative energy
• Sustainable remediation
• Climate adaptation and resiliency planning using green
infrastructure construction with low-impact development
• Energy-efficient transportation systems

• Green building design and construction (LEED™), the
Estidama Pearl Rating System, and the Envision™ Sustainable
Infrastructure Rating System
• Forward-thinking/cutting-edge technologies, including our
eCOMET™ assessment database, our NAPL-Away™
environmental remediation technology, our Dynamically
Green™ transportation solution, and our ParECOS™ design
and optimization tool
In addition to these solutions, our Cyber Critical Infrastructure
Protection Program is another example of Parsons’ innovations
that solve global issues. This program is aimed at protecting
the assets, systems, and networks—both physical and virtual—
that form the backbone of the global economy, security, and
health. By delivering world-class cybersecurity solutions that
address and resolve our customers’ critical infrastructure
concerns, we improve our environment, our planet, and the
lives of the people who share our earth.
Although our sustainability efforts focus primarily on our
customers—because that is where we can make the greatest
impact—we also work to manage our carbon intensity and
increase our overall green handprint by reducing our
environmental and energy footprint. We continue to demonstrate
social responsibility in our workplace by reducing our energy/
water consumption and by using recycled and planet-friendly
materials. In fact, since 2010 we’ve realized an energy savings
of 300,000 kWh as a result of our continuous efforts to replace
energy-consuming servers with more efficient IT equipment.
And as we remain focused on reducing our need for printing
by increasing our use of electronic documents and paperless
transfer/communications, we’ve also realized a 33% decrease
in paper procurement since 2012.
As part of our social responsibility efforts, we continue to
maintain a strong community presence through our Parsons
Gives Back Program, which supports educational, cultural,
and civic organizations as well as sponsors various nonprofits,
programs, and events. We also recently participated in the
launch of the Smarter DC Challenge, a citywide initiative for
businesses and nonprofit organizations to create their own
sustainability programs and participate in a spirited sustainability
challenge. Using the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) guidelines,
we measure our impact in accordance with several key
environmental, human rights, labor, societal, and economic
indicators, and we share them in this report in the spirit of
transparency.
I invite you to read People, Planet, Progress for examples of
how Parsons strives for continuous progress toward fulfilling
our mission to Deliver a Better World.
Charles L. Harrington
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
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Committed to Social
Responsibility and Sustainability
Corporate social responsibility—the voluntary commitment of a business that includes
triple bottom line actions in its corporate processes—is based on the principle that
corporate success and social well-being are interdependent and that the long-term
interests of an organization are best served by improving its economic, sociocultural,
and environmental/energy practices, also known as the three pillars of sustainability.
As a responsible corporation, we respect the interests of our stakeholders—
our shareholders, employees, customers, suppliers, teaming partners, and the wider
community—and we actively seek out opportunities both to improve the environment
and to contribute to the well-being of the communities in which we do business.
Parsons Delivers a Better World.
About Parsons
For 70 years, Parsons has been delivering a better world
through its people, processes, and technologies. We are
a leader in diverse markets, focusing on defense/security,
industrial, and infrastructure. As an engineering,
construction, technical, and management services firm
with 2014 revenues of $3.1 billion, we are 100% owned by
the Employee Stock Ownership Trust. We deliver design/
design-build, program/construction management, and
other professional services packaged in innovative,
alternative delivery methods to federal, regional, and local
government agencies, as well as to private industrial
customers worldwide.

About this Report
People, Planet, Progress documents the vital role of
sustainability on our projects and in areas where we make
a difference by providing innovative solutions to our
customers while making our overall company operations
even more sustainable, reducing our environmental/energy
footprints, and managing our carbon intensity. This report
also highlights our influence in social responsibility, safety,
diversity, and in the communities where we do business.
In addition to documenting our efforts, these metrics are
submitted to the GRI, a nonprofit, network-based
organization that has developed the world’s most widely
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used sustainability-reporting framework. As such, our 2015
corporate social responsibility report includes data from
the previous 3 years (2012, 2013, 2014), unless otherwise
indicated. The initial report referenced data beginning in
2010.

Corporate Responsibility Vision
Parsons’ strong vision of corporate responsibility increases
the opportunity for long-term growth and provides for the
creation and foundation of corporate self-regulation
integrated into a desired business model. As a major
component of our corporate social responsibility vision,
sustainability is the practice of developing and implementing
methods and behaviors that balance the consumption of
resources with the impact of that consumption on the
environment—in an economically viable manner and in a
way that enhances the quality of life. At Parsons, striving
for this balance is an integral part of everything we do. We
build on our leadership position by providing innovative
and sustainable solutions to our new and existing customers
throughout our expanding business markets. To this end,
our vision is clear:
• Provide our customers with cost-effective, safe, and
socially responsible solutions on all our projects.
• Continually update our policies, procedures, practices,
training, and offerings to reflect the most current

information, technologies, and programs best suited for
the business markets we serve.
• Engender a culture of partnership with our customers
and suppliers to achieve a shared vision.

• Remain vigilant in managing and reducing the impact
that our work has on the environment.
• Continue to seek ways to give back to the communities
we serve, work in, and live in.

Sustainability Policy Statement
BACKGROUND

As a Parsons core value, sustainability is the creation or enhancement of environmental, economic, and
social balance as realized through customer deliverables, business activities, employee actions, and community
engagement. Our objective is to consider sustainability in everything we do. Parsons’ scope of services
provides many opportunities to implement sustainable practices in our projects—as well as within our own
activities. The Parsons Sustainability Handbook institutionalizes our corporate culture of sustainability, identifies
best practices, and guides implementation of internal and customer-sustainable solutions consistent with
applicable objectives, needs, requirements, and approvals.
STATEMENT OF POLICY

As a matter of corporate policy, Parsons is committed to providing sustainable solutions for our customers
and in our internal operations. Specific sustainability approaches and best practices will be considered and
incorporated in all offices, facilities, and projects, whenever relevant—consistent with the sustainability
objectives outlined in the Parsons Sustainability Handbook and approved by the appropriate decision makers.
This handbook is being used to develop and maintain a sustainability culture and to drive continuous
improvement in our sustainable approaches and practices.
RESPONSIBILITIES

Employee responsibilities vary, depending on functional title and assignment:
• Employees at all levels will understand the overall approach described in the Parsons Sustainability Handbook
as well as the best practices consistent with their work assignment.
• Engineers, architects, and technical staff will know and apply sustainable approaches, design features,
and materials/waste minimization and reuse practices.
• Facility managers will consider sustainable approaches and best practices, and they will implement those
that are relevant, cost effective, and consistent with internal review/approval and regulatory requirements.
• Project managers will ensure that the customer’s sustainability goals are met using sustainability best
practices.
• Project managers (and other stakeholders) will collect data and report progress on sustainability core value
metrics on a quarterly basis.
• Business development managers will know Parsons’ sustainability approach, practices, and accomplishments
so they can promote our capabilities and experiences effectively to our customers.
• Division, regional, sector, and functional managers will ensure that their direct reports are familiar with the
Parsons Sustainability Handbook, practices, and checklists as they apply to general operations and project
requirements.
• Business units and other appropriate organizations will support implementation of Parsons’ sustainable
approaches and will provide opportunities for sustainability orientation and training.
• The Sustainability Working Group (SWG), consisting of at least one member from each business unit and
other appropriate organizations, will periodically review implementation of this policy and will recommend
measures to improve the effectiveness of its application.
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Four Areas of Corporate Social Responsibility
Parsons fulfills its corporate citizenship by applying its six
core values of safety, quality, integrity, diversity, innovation,
and sustainability. Each value permeates our four areas of
corporate responsibility:
• Environment
- Promote environmental stewardship and resource
conservation.
- Bring sustainability practices to customer projects.
- Apply sustainability to internal operations.
- Mitigate adverse impacts on the environment.
- Conserve nonrenewable resources.
- Integrate alternative energy sources into our projects.
- Reduce carbon footprint.
- Use recycled/reused materials.
• Marketplace
- Develop plans to achieve a positive return on investment.
- Invest responsibly.
- Use sustainable supply chains—from extraction
to disposal.
- Deliver high-quality products and services.
- Act with integrity in our dealings with customers and
suppliers.
- Generate innovative solutions that enable customers
and partners to make better decisions for improving
environmental, economic, and social conditions.
- Promote opportunities for local, small, and disadvantaged
business participation.
• Workplace
- Develop and implement safety strategies and policies.
- Demonstrate commitment to integrity and diversity.
- Implement sustainable talent management policies
and procedures.
- Advance employee development using ParsonsU, our
online learning management system, which offers
thousands of courses.
• Society
- Focus corporate giving programs on areas of stake
holder value.
- Give back to local communities through volunteerism.
- Suppor t innovative projects and solutions in
communities where we work and live.
- Demonstrate integrity and sustainability in the
marketplaces we serve.
- Promote access to clean water and clean energy.

4
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ENVIRONMENT

MARKETPLACE

WORKPLACE

SOCIETY

Approach to Corporate Social Responsibility
We have developed a multidimensional approach to achieve
our vision:
• We continue to expand our sustainability services:
- Leverage our advantages by having hundreds of
accredited professionals—knowledgeable in LEED,
Envision, and Pearl sustainability rating systems—
design and certify sustainable projects in new
construction as well as having certified energy
managers/auditors provide sustainability assessments
for existing facilities.
- Support innovations in technology.
- Require sustainable project designs.
- Apply sustainable practices in construction.
- Implement retrofits that improve the sustainability of
existing facilities.
• We rely on proven sustainable practices in our daily
operations and activities to manage our environmental,
energy, and carbon intensity—in combination with
established metrics—in order to track, report, and manage
our performance.
• We continue to expand our roles in the communities we
serve through our Parsons Gives Back Program, providing
support through donations, community service, disaster
relief, and volunteerism.

Safety

Parsons’ proactive employees
participate in yearly training
to improve their safety awareness.

Core Values
Our six core values help us act as good stewards for our shareholders, employees, customers, suppliers, teaming partners,
and the communities and environment in which we perform services. These values reflect our leading indicators that establish
the foundation for future success (e.g., training our employees) and our lagging indicators that demonstrate where we have
achieved that success (e.g., sustainability awards from customers). Our core values are well established and well known
throughout Parsons because they define our character and the culture we practice.

Safety

Diversity

As an industry-leading provider of highvalue technical and management solutions,
we are firmly committed to maintaining a
safe and healthy environment in all of our offices and
on each of our projects.

We actively pursue diversity in our
workforce composition, the markets we
serve, and the services we provide. We
recognize that the technical challenges we solve require
new perspectives and open minds.

Quality

Innovation
Through inventive processes and unique
solutions, we provide unmatched value
to our customers. We foster creative work
environments where we always challenge ourselves
to improve our processes and procedures.

We are committed to providing high-quality
services and products. We meet the
mutually agreed-to requirements the first
time and strive for continuous improvement of our work
processes.

Integrity

Sustainability

We uphold our reputation for integrity in
the marketplace and provide an ethical
work environment for all of our employees.
We do the right thing each time we face a tough
decision.

Core Value

Q1
125

Sustainability

100
75

Leading
Lagging

50
25
0

Q2

Q3

In all that we do, we are conscious of the
impact that our work has on the
environment. We help our customers do
the same by providing clean, efficient, healthy, and
effective solutions on all of our projects.

Q4

Result
• Increasing number of Envision-accredited staff.
• Enhanced carbon footprint reporting systems to
increase and highlight our growth in sustainability.
• Awards better than target with specific recognition
from customers for renewable energy and
sustainable remediation.
• Several marquis transportation projects and
proposals have sustainability elements as part of
their project delivery.
• Significant recognition from DOE, FEMA, and the
U.S. Navy for sustainability initiatives.

Parsons Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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Technologies
For 70 years, Parsons has been providing value to our customers by reducing costs as we improve sustainability. Our forwardthinking and cutting-edge technological solutions allow our customers to deliver a safer and healthier world, interconnected
and sustainable communities, and a clean, livable environment.

When planning large-scale facilities and capital
improvement programs, Parsons’ proprietary software
supports data collection, condition assessment, energy
assessment, reporting, and life-cycle cost analyses.
With eCOMET (Condition Management Estimation
Technology), our team provides assessment services
to hundreds of city/county/state agencies, institutional
organizations, and private companies as they evaluate
their various facilities and develop strategic facility
management programs.

We are developing ParECOS (Parsons Energy
Conservation & Optimization Strategies) in collaboration
with our customers, utility companies, and teaming
partners to create an overarching software design and
optimization tool for large campus-style facilities that
will provide a comprehensive master energy planning
tool for microgrid development and sustainable
services.

Innovation
Parsons has earned a place on
InformationWeek’s Elite 100 list
of top technology innovators
for 2 years in a row.
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This innovative program highlights the connection
between mobility, ecology, and community goals.
More specifically, this interrelationship refers to the
umbrella of techniques and practices that support
sustainable transportation such as context-sensitive
solutions, low-impact development, greenhouse gas
(GHG) reduction, design for energy efficiency, cradleto-cradle processes, and sustainable return on
investment (SROI). The cornerstone of Parsons’
Dynamically Green transportation solution is an 8-step
interdisciplinary project delivery process (IPDP) that
defines the roles and responsibilities of the
interdisciplinary team members to achieve a project’s
sustainability goals and performance measures. Using
the Dynamically Green transportation program enables
Parsons to have a clear pathway to the successful
implementation of sustainable solutions and performance measurement.

NAPL-Away™
Residual light non-aqueous phase liquid (LNAPL) is
a persistent source of contamination in subsurface
soil and groundwater at many petroleum sites, and
treatment via traditional remediation technologies is
expensive and inefficient. NAPL-Away, Parsons’
patented bioremediation technology (U.S. Patent
8,679,340), is more cost effective than other remediation
processes, and it also promotes the sustainable and
natural biodegradation of LNAPL by adding nutritional
supplements and other remediation agents to stimulate
naturally occurring anaerobic microorganisms that
digest LNAPL.

Sustainability Working Group

Training: Parsons Sustainability Handbook

In 2008, Parsons created the SWG as the focal point for
corporatewide collaboration in furthering our sustainability
capacity and market development. The SWG also
encourages employee outreach and leadership to advance
this core value. SWG members come from our business
units, including representatives from each of our major
market sectors.

Parsons’ training opportunities presented in its sustainability
handbook provide important information with detailed
references/checklists to descriptions of approaches,
identification of individual roles, and responsibilities for
sustainability implementation in Parsons’ business
operations, business development, and project work
products. Key features of the handbook include a definition
of sustainability and a primer on measuring it. The
handbook’s concepts provide an essential background
about sustainability issues, enabling Parsons’ employees
to understand and implement the strategic direction and
intent of Parsons’ core value of sustainability.

The SWG’s charter focuses on the following key areas of
development:
• Basic sustainability concepts
• Practical ideas to incorporate sustainable best practices
in office operations, project/program management, and
business development
• Cutting-edge tools to drive sustainable project solutions
• Effective approaches to measure compliance with our
requirements
• Use of the Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure’s Envision
certification program
• Accredited professionals with LEED, Pearl, and Envision
credentials
• Certified sustainability practitioners
• Certified energy managers
• Certified energy auditors
• Certified energy procurement professionals
In 2014, the SWG developed a program for climate
adaptation and resiliency planning that addresses the
myriad needs that must be tackled in redeveloping
infrastructure to meet the demands of our changing climatic
events—as well as to protect existing critical infrastructure.
The SWG is continuing to improve this program in 2015.

Our sustainability handbook has three sections:
• Business Operations expands on Parsons’ internal
sustainable business practices and provides information
on the workplace, training, knowledge management,
procurement, and sociocultural factors. Checklists guide
managers and employees in areas such as owned and
leased facilities, commuting, business travel, shipping,
office electronics, records, and training.
• Business Development shows how to integrate
sustainability into our internal business development
practices. This section also helps our employees when
making presentations to our customers, community
organizations, trade associations, and students.
• Work Products offers guidance about appropriately
developing, planning, designing, and managing projects
and programs that incorporate sustainability.
The SWG will be updating the Parsons Sustainability
Handbook in 2015.

Sustainability
Parsons is a member of the National
Complete Streets Coalition, a group of
advocates and transportation industry
professionals promoting complete
streets policies for communities
throughout the country.

Parsons Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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Sustainability in Our Markets
As a global leader in engineering, construction, technical, and management
services, Parsons has maintained its reputation for excellence throughout our
seven decades of operations. Our customers depend on us to deliver safe, costeffective, and high-quality solutions to their most challenging technical and
logistical requirements. Our market strength comes from applying our best
practices to state-of-the-art solutions in order to make sustainable features a key
element of many different types of projects, including buildings, infrastructure,
master planning, remediation, resiliency, and energy. We are proud to share with
you our leadership role in providing sustainable services to our customers
in the defense/security, industrial, and infrastructure markets.

Artist’s rendering of Green Building, Yanbu, Saudi Arabia
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Climate Adaptation and Resiliency Planning
In 2014, Parsons introduced its Climate Adaptation and
Resiliency Planning initiative—The Next Step in Sustainability
Innovation—that focuses on mitigating the impacts of
climate change on our critical infrastructure assets, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Electricity, potable water, and natural gas supplies
Utility transmission and distribution
Stormwater and sewer systems
Transportation (roads, bridges, rail systems, and airports)
Fueling stations and oil storage
Data centers
Defense and protection
Hospitals

Regardless of the source, climate changes are taking place.
Climatic events such as Hurricane Sandy are occurring
with greater frequency and stronger intensity, increasing
the threat to human life, health, property, and infrastructure.
Therefore, continuing to reduce, manage, and be responsive
to events that jeopardize our worldwide resources while
we protect the environment remain of great importance:
• After an event occurs—An emergency response primarily
addressing what should be done to mitigate the event.
• Before an event occurs—Climate adaptation and resiliency
planning that address the prudent measures that can
be taken in advance to protect both the infrastructure
and the critical facilities and functions.
Focusing on climate adaptation planning requires at least
four key assessments:
•
•
•
•

required to implement the final design of the upgrades for
New York City Transit, Long Island Rail Road, and the Port
Authority Trans-Hudson (PATH) railroad through multiple
task-order contracts. Based on these assessments, we
are developing and adapting strategies that include:
•
•
•
•

Maintaining and managing existing sites
Protecting and strengthening through site hardening
Improving redundancy
Providing recommendations for relocation, abandonment,
or divestiture

Parsons was successful in establishing itself as a leader
in climate adaptation and resiliency planning with the New
York Rising Community Reconstruction Program established
by Governor Andrew M. Cuomo to provide additional
rebuilding and revitalization assistance to communities
severely damaged by Hurricanes Sandy and Irene and
Tropical Storm Lee. Parsons, in collaboration with its teaming
partners—River Street; Elan Planning, Design & Landscape
Architecture, PLLC; PLACE Alliance; VHB; and the New
York Southern Tier communities (Broome, Tioga, and
Sidney)—prepared community plans that laid out a reliable
strategy for reconstructing and rebuilding New York state’s
Southern Tier communities in case of extreme weather
events, including preventing future flooding with watershed
modeling, stream management, and education. The plans
received one of eight awards in the New York Rising to the
Top competition in the category of Best Regional
Collaboration.

Vulnerability
Hazards
Critical facilities
Lifespan analyses

When tasked with infrastructure improvements, we rely on
low-impact development techniques and sustainable
materials and practices.
Since Hurricane Sandy’s devastating effects on the New
York City transit systems, Parsons has played a critical role
in damage assessment, threat/vulnerability assessment,
and feasibility studies to determine the mitigation measures

Sustainability
In 2014, Parsons’ Director of
Sustainability was invited to chair
the Construction Management
Association of America’s
Sustainability Committee.

Artist’s rendering of Sidney, NY

Parsons also conducted a resiliency study for New York
University Medical Center, analyzing facilities and
infrastructure as well as developing mitigations and
associated costs to ensure continuation of activities even
during an extreme natural event. In addition, Parsons is
collaborating with the University of California, Los Angeles,
and the U.S. Green Building Council to develop climate
adaptation and resiliency plans for the Los Angeles region.

Parsons Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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We continue to work toward developing innovative and
world-class solutions that will improve the durability and
resiliency of our critical infrastructure assets. In doing so,
we improve our environment, our planet, and the lives of
the people who share our earth.

Cyber Critical Infrastructure Protection
Since our founding, Parsons has been delivering, protecting,
and sustaining critical assets. Therefore, it’s no surprise
that Parsons’ Cyber Critical Infrastructure Protection Program
is aimed at protecting the assets, systems, and networks—
both physical and virtual—that form the backbone of the
global economy, security, and health. We know these
assets, systems, and networks as the power we use in our
homes, the water we drink, the transportation that moves
us, and the communication systems we rely on to stay in
touch with friends and family—and their incapacitation
or destruction would have a debilitating effect on security,
national economic security, national public health or safety,
or any combination thereof.
Because the threat environment has grown dramatically,
Parsons has come up with an innovative solution: a stateof-the-art Cyber Solutions Center that enables the Parsons
team to demonstrate and analyze the operational technology
networks, supervisory control and data acquisition systems,
and industrial control systems that control all critical
infrastructure, building systems, manufacturing systems,
medical treatment facilities, water and wastewater,
transportation, and more. Located in Centreville, VA, the

center offers a technology-agnostic view that focuses on
our customers’ cybersecurity requirements and the solutions
they need—not on the sale of a particular product. This
facility also provides a means to visualize an attack without
threatening or interrupting our customers’ operations. This
center benefits our customers because it will enable them
to engineer infrastructure that is physically resilient, cost
effective, environmentally viable, and socially equitable.
And by delivering world-class cybersecurity solutions that
address and resolve our customers’ critical infrastructure
concerns, we continue to improve our environment, our
planet, and the lives of the people who share our earth.

DEFENSE/SECURITY
Parsons offers innovative solutions in systems engineering,
intelligence services, computer network operations and
defense, environmental remediation, facility management,
and base operations support. Our staff supports space
operations, homeland security, defense, and other
government initiatives, including missile defense,
cybersecurity, information assurance, range management,
warfighter training, and unexploded ordnance cleanup.
Parsons supports our federal customers in meeting their
aggressive sustainability goals for government facilities
and installations. Our activities go beyond the specific
requirements of Executive Orders 13423 (Strengthening
Federal Environmental, Energy, and Transportation
Management) and 13514 (Federal Leadership in
Environmental, Energy, and Economic Leadership)—and

In March 2015, Parsons opened its new state-of-the-art Cyber Solutions Center in Centreville, VA
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the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007. Recent
support activities involve developing alternative energy
systems, chemical agent destruction, indoor environmental
quality, and sustainable materials and resources
management.

Projects
Blue Grass Chemical Agent Destruction Pilot Plant
(BGCAPP)
Parsons provides environmental support to the BGCAPP
in Richmond, KY. After the plant is operational, it will destroy
522 tons of chemical weapons currently under the control
of the Blue Grass Chemical Activity (BGCA), which is a
tenant at the Blue Grass Army Depot responsible for the
safe and secure storage of the chemical weapons. The
depot’s chemical weapons stockpile consists of both nerve
agents and blister agents (GB, VX, and H) in rockets and
projectiles.

site management— developed training, mentored,
supported, and oversaw these construction-related
compliance and waste management activities.
Parsons combined several initiatives to establish this
significant record. The BGCAPP environmental team
developed and used the hazmart, a place where BGCAPP
construction workers take hazardous materials when they
are no longer needed, are expired, or are unable to be
used for their intended purpose. The hazardous materials
are evaluated by waste management personnel for reuse,
recycling, or disposal. This innovative process ensures
hazardous materials are used or recycled to the fullest
extent possible or, if necessary, a suitable waste
determination is made for disposal in accordance with
KDEP regulations.

Because Parsons has significant expertise in environmental
compliance, its leadership has resulted in zero environmental
violations for more than 4.5 years. Although multiple formal
and informal inspections have been conducted by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Kentucky
Department for Environmental Protection (KDEP), the plant
has not incurred even a single minor violation.
BGCAPP is by far the most complex of any of the U.S.
unitary stockpile demilitarization facilities. With more than
800 craft laborers from diverse compliance backgrounds
and companies engaged in the facility’s construction, the
opportunities for environmental and waste management
violations were enormous. The BGCAPP environmental
compliance and waste management staff—with the full
cooperation and assistance from BGCAPP construction

Innovation
Parsons’ Innovation Council, a
corporate working group, was
established to encourage, promote,
investigate, and develop inventions
and ideas to improve existing
processes or establish
new equipment, methods, and
processes.

BGCAPP, Richmond, KY

In addition to well-coordinated hazardous materials handling,
the team emphasized communication. The KDEP permitting
and field compliance staff was invited to participate in
weekly site visits by the BGCAPP environmental team.
Quarterly coordination meetings were also established.
These site visits and quarterly meetings provided a forum
for KDEP to develop a thorough understanding of the facility
and the related construction activities.
Sustainable Planning at Sembach Kaserne,
Germany
Parsons earned an award from the American Planning
Association’s Federal Planning Division in the Outstanding
Sustainable Planning, Design, or Development category
for the Sembach Kaserne Net Zero Energy Installation
(NZEI) Plan.
Parsons developed a NZEI report for Sembach Kaserne
as part of the Sembach NZEI Master Plan for U.S. Army
Garrison Rheinland-Pfalz, Germany. This master plan
assisted the Army in establishing a net zero energy planning
program after the transformation of Sembach Kaserne from
a U.S. Air Force installation to a U.S. Army installation. The
planning effort included an evaluation of multifamily housing
Parsons Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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units in addition to the traditional organizational support
structures and infrastructure.
Kaserne Energy Use Profile to FY 2025 (in 000s)
25,000
From Renewable
Energy

kilowatt Hours (kWh)

20,000
From Utility Grid/
Fossil Fuel

15,000
24,139
(100%)

5,831
(40%)

10,000

5,000

0

8,730
(60%)

Simulated
Baseline

FY2015

7,561
(69%)

7,561
(71%)

3,402
(31%)

3,078
(29%)

FY2020

FY2025

The resulting plan integrated energy assessments with
long-term future development requirements. The
comprehensive planning program provided a road map
for the installation to transform itself—economically and
as needed—by focusing on the current needs without
compromising future generations. Implementing the plan
will provide a higher quality of life for soldiers, their family
members, and workers on the installation while reducing
total energy use by more than 50% and providing 71% of
the remaining energy requirements with renewable energy.

INDUSTRIAL
Parsons has extensive experience in the industrial market,
with an emphasis on oil and gas, environmental, pipelines,
power, buildings, and communications. We design and
build facilities—including manufacturing and heavy
industrial, mission-critical, and public buildings—for our
commercial and municipal customers to help them achieve
their sustainability goals through program management
of renewable energy installations, green building certification
(LEED, Pearl, and Collaborative for High Performance
Schools), commissioning for sustainable design, and
defining/reviewing construction standards. In addition, we
provide a full range of such environmental services as site
investigation and remediation, water treatment,
decontamination and demolition, and air quality
management. Recently, we acquired T.J. Cross Engineers,
Inc., an energy and chemicals company with expertise in
global heavy oil project execution and oilfield technical
services, growing our sustainability portfolio. We measure
our success by our ability to deliver projects that reflect a
strong commitment to environmental stewardship,
community/social responsibility, and economic benefit.
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Projects
Eastern Municipal Water District (EMWD)
After our successful program management role with
Southern California’s EMWD to install 500 kW of solar
energy at its administrative building in Perris, CA, Parsons
was asked to provide program and project management
services for EMWD’s innovative program that installs
renewable solar energy plants at its facilities in order to
implement sustainable and green energy alternatives. Five
solar power generating facilities are being constructed,
each with a 1-MW capacity, to provide electric power that
offsets energy usage at five water treatment/water
reclamation facilities. The solar plants will consist of groundmounted solar photovoltaic panel arrays to be installed at
the following five regional water reclamation sites:
•
•
•
•
•

Moreno Valley
Perris Valley
San Jacinto Valley
Sun City (and Perris I/Menifee Desalination Facilities)
Temecula Valley

These five state-of-the-art projects include the following
scopes of work:
• Conduct Level 1 ASHRAE energy assessments for each
site to comply with State of California standards that
require energy assessments preceding a solar installation.
• Provide necessary support to the water district in order
to prepare a design-build contractor prequalification.
• Provide a preliminary return on investment estimate based
on available budgeted funds, space, kilowatt-hour
production capacity, California Solar Initiative incentives,
net metering benefits, and schedule.
• Prepare a design-build request for proposal for prequalified
design-build contractors to prepare their bids.
• Provide technical support to the EMWD in evaluating the
current facility energy demand and onsite generation—if
any—in order to evaluate provisions that maximize output

Quality

Parsons is the first transportation
engineering firm to achieve
companywide certification under
ISO 9001 quality standards.

and balance the operations in an integrated fashion with
new solar projects.
• Prepare applications and oversee the approval process
for California Solar Initiative incentives with Southern
California Edison, including the development and
submittal of interconnection agreements.

EMWD celebrates groundbreaking of solar facility
in Perris Valley, CA

The Yanbu Green Building
The Royal Commission for the City of Yanbu is developing
the City Center of Madinat Yanbu Al-Sinaiyah in alignment
with the Master Plan and the Royal Commission Design
Guidelines. Because the Green Building is a significant
feature of this new city center district, it is designed to
function as the new welcome center—showcasing its
sustainable design features to visitors and accessing the
city center from the Corniche Road waterfront. The Green
Building is a featured community-centered element
representing sustainable working environments developed
through partnerships and in collaboration with industry,
universities, researchers, architects, and engineers.
The Yanbu Green Building will display and promote emerging
design technology products that support LEED and other
sustainable building design principles, benefiting both the
Yanbu community and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The
project is being designed to achieve the goal of a LEED
Platinum rating.

Diversity

Since 2007, Parsons has been
named as one of the “Top 50
Employers” for minority engineers
by Minority Engineer magazine.

The building and its site will serve as an educational center
that features innovative technologies and sustainability
elements by providing live, regionally focused working
exhibits and displays that highlight sustainable building
design elements, technologies, and equipment—as well
as providing educational content to visitors, the local
community, and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The Yanbu
Green Building’s design will accommodate prescheduled
rotating exhibits with multiple gallery spaces and multimedia/
large-format displays.
The design’s high-performance features/building systems
exemplify state-of-the-art, regionally appropriate sustainable
design strategies. Because the building will showcase
emerging design technologies, the building will also function
as the “chassis” so that appropriate building systems,
fixtures, and features can be replaced, when available, with
new and more efficient models.

Artist’s rendering of Green Building, Yanbu, Saudi Arabia

In alignment with the Royal Commission’s commitment to
sustainability—and the project’s overall mandate to
showcase sustainable working environments while
promoting emerging design technologies—the project’s
design will be well integrated into the surrounding
neighborhood. Through the Yanbu Green Building’s design
features, the project will promote community services such
as access to public transit for visitors, alternative
transportation programs (e.g., carpools, future bicycling
network, low-emission vehicles program), and diverse
communities nearby. The project will also demonstrate
sustainable techniques throughout the building process
such as waste-recycling management, protection of the
surrounding environment during construction, and mitigation
measures that minimize contaminants affecting indoor air
quality for future occupants.
In addition, the building will be designed to achieve high
energy efficiency and renewable energy goals that will
include the capacity to generate all of the building’s annual
energy requirements because renewable energy will be
created onsite.

Parsons Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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INFRASTRUCTURE
From roads and bridges to water and wastewater treatment
plants, Parsons has been developing, building, and
improving the world’s infrastructure for 70 years. As a
leading full-service engineering, construction, technical,
and management services firm, we serve as an extension
of our customer’s staff to design, build, and modernize
infrastructure that improves the quality of life, promotes
economic growth, enhances mobility, achieves sustainability
standards, and supports our customer’s visions. As part
of our innovative planning and project development
processes, we work with our customers to develop
sustainability goals and objectives for their plans and
programs—and as a result of our cutting-edge design and
engineering work, our customers also achieve benefits
from repurposing and recycling materials that reduce
emissions, use virgin materials, and decrease waste.

Projects
New International Airport of Mexico City (NAICM)
The Parsons team was selected to provide program
management services for NAICM. As prime consultant for
NAICM, Parsons and its partners will provide a wide range
of services, including program/project management, project
controls/contract administration, design management,
construction management oversight, operational readiness
and airport transition (ORAT), and sustainability consultation
and management. In addition to benefiting from the

sustainability requirements, NAICM will also accelerate
and promote both economic and job growth throughout
the region.
Parsons’ comprehensive sustainability consulting and
management services are providing NAICM with guidance
on sustainable design certification with both LEED and
Envision, energy efficiency/renewable energy opportunities,
enhanced commissioning, and alternative fuel usage. The
Envision program—a sustainability certification standard
for horizontal infrastructure projects—is being considered
by NAICM for possible implementation.
NAICM is seeking a high level of LEED certification under
the most current LEED v4 guidelines for its terminal buildings,
and the Parsons team of experienced professionals is
providing guidance to NAICM and the architects and
engineers in order to determine the best strategies and
approaches that will achieve the highest possible level of
certification.
Energy efficiency/renewable energy will play a key role in
the ongoing effectiveness and operational costs of the
airport, and the NAICM design will incorporate energyefficient lighting, HVAC, control systems, daylight use, and
other energy use systems throughout the site.
The initial phase of the project will include three runways
that will handle 50 million passengers per year. Subsequent
phases will add three more runways for an eventual yearly
capacity of 120 million passengers, making NAICM the
largest airport in Latin America.

Artist’s rendering of NAICM check-in area, Mexico City (courtesy of Foster + Partners)
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Downtown Moves: Transforming Ottawa’s Streets
A member of the Parsons group of companies was
responsible for creating Downtown Moves, the City of
Ottawa’s award-winning combined urban design and
transportation study. This Canadian study identified ways
to create vibrant, inclusive, and accessible streets for
residents, workers, and visitors across Ottawa’s Central
Business District. The goal is to make walking, cycling, and
transit safer and more convenient by redistributing and
improving the streetscape environment. The study informed
the city on how to best capitalize on the transformative
opportunities presented by the implementation of a transit
line and to integrate the future station seamlessly into the
fabric of the community.
Practical urban design solutions and transportation planning
recommendations proposed in Downtown Moves include:
• Rebalance the uses allocated within Ottawa’s narrow
rights-of-way to support wider sidewalks, greater emphasis
on pedestrian priority at crosswalks, and enhanced
streetscapes to reinvigorate the quality and character of
downtown streets for pedestrians.
• Enhance the cycling network and encourage a
complementary range of cycling facilities in the downtown
area to meet the needs of a diverse community of cyclists.
• Establish transit-interchange zones for seamless transfer
from bus to light rail transit.

• Further expand sustainable urban design solutions to
create accessible and affordable public spaces, amenity
areas, and enhanced greening and streetscaping in the
downtown area.
• Target a number of progressive enhancements—or
moves—that the city can make to further support livability
and accessibility to its public spaces within downtown
Ottawa.
Downtown Moves promotes an investment in complete
streets to both increase the appeal of active transportation
modes and contribute to greater livability and health in
downtown Ottawa. More than a dozen street cross sections
were developed to promote sustainable street redesign
choices, reduce auto-based dependence, and increase
trips by foot, by bike, and by transit. The benefits of investing
in sustainable transportation infrastructure include healthier
populations, safer environments, and prosperous local
economies. By following the vision outlined in Downtown
Moves, the city will meet its ambitious target of 64% walking
and cycling trips within the downtown core by 2031. In 2014,
the Canadian Institute of Planners (CIP) honored Parsons
and the City of Ottawa with the 2014 Planning Excellence
Award in the Mobility, Transportation, and Infrastructure
category for Downtown Moves. This CIP Award of Planning
Excellence is bestowed on organizations not only for
excellence in planning work but also for contributions to the
profession and a demonstration of a particular strength in
the category under which the award was won.

Artist’s rendering of Queen Street in downtown Ottawa, Canada
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Social Responsibility at Parsons
Our commitment to corporate social responsibility begins with our employees,
and it extends to our customers and to the communities in which we do
business. Parsons has instituted several initiatives that advance safety, healthy
working conditions, equal opportunities for growth and advancement,
workplace ethics, and community engagement because these
practices make Parsons a better workplace.

Our People
Our corporate accomplishments are a direct result of the talented teams of professionals who work at Parsons. We strive to
be an excellent workplace and to empower our employees so they can achieve notable results for our customers. The following
pages highlight our broad progress in four key areas:
•
•
•
•
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Workforce Distribution
Our global workforce has increased through hiring and acquisitions—and most of our staff are full-time employees. From a
regional perspective, our North American employees now account for 62% of our global workforce.
Percentage of U.S. Employees by Demographics

Female
26%

Female
25%

Female
25%

Male
74%

Male
75%

Male
75%

January 2013
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Workforce Diversity
Diversity is one of Parsons’ core values. Because we are
committed to having a workforce that reflects the world’s
population, we continue to reap the benefits of employing
a diverse talent pool. More than 15,000 Parsons employees
in 29 countries around the world collectively speak more
than 80 languages and hold more than 10,800 university
degrees and professional registrations. We continuously
pursue diversity in our workforce, the markets we serve,
and the services we provide to maintain the varied
perspectives and experiences required in order to meet
our customers’ toughest challenges:
• As part of our benchmarking efforts, we track diversity
metrics for hiring and turnover. By understanding where
we are today, we can more effectively attract, engage,
and retain a diverse workforce for the future.
• As part of our diversity efforts, we support various U.S.based organizations that focus on professional
development, including the National Society of Black
Engineers, the Society for Hispanic Professional
Engineers, the Women’s Transportation Seminars, Women
in Construction, the Society of Women Engineers, the
Society of American Military Engineers, and numerous
other military-focused organizations.
In addition, Parsons has been commended for our workforce
diversity in several notable publications. Since 2007, we
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have been named as one of the “Top 50 Employers” for
minority engineers in Minority Engineer, a magazine by
Equal Opportunity Publications. In late 2014—and for the
3rd year in a row—Parsons was designated a Military Friendly
Employer® by Victory Media, publisher of G.I. Jobs magazine.
Criteria for this award include a benchmark score across
key programs and policies such as the strength of a
company’s military recruiting efforts, the percentage of
new hires with prior military service, company retention
programs, and company policies on National Guard and
Reserve service. We were also recognized by the Saudi
Human Resources Development Fund (HRDF) for our
efforts in developing Saudi nationals. HRDF acknowledges
private sector companies and institutions that successfully
increase the hiring, mentoring, training, rewarding, and
retaining of new Saudi employees.
Our employees have also been recognized as diversity
role models. In early 2015, six Parsons employees were
named as regional winners of Engineering News-Record
magazine’s Top 20 Under 40 competition. Winners
represented a wide range of expertise and were chosen
based on their professional achievement, community
service, and contribution to overall industry improvement.
Parsons was also recognized as a 2020 Women on Boards
Winning “W” Company for 2014 because more than
20% of our board members are women.

Employee Turnover
Because we realize that our employees are our most
valuable resource and that competition for talent has
intensified in our industry, our Global Talent Initiative is
designed to attract and retain talent at all company levels
through employee development, training, and mentoring
programs. Given that baby boomers are starting to retire,
employee retention is also becoming more critical—and
we created the Parsons Early Career Development Program
in the United States to address these challenges so we
can attract and retain talent at the Generation X and Millennial
levels.

people, in the right places, at the right time ensures customer
satisfaction, fulfilled coworkers/reporting workforce, effective
succession planning, and deeply embedded, enthusiastic
organizational knowledge and learning.
Employee Turnover by Gender*

Percentage of Turnover
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Employee retention is crucial to our long-term health and
success, and our turnover rates are consistent within our
industry. We continue to emphasize attracting, retaining,
developing, and redeploying talent because the success
of our projects relates directly to the skills, knowledge,
experience, and dedication of our staff. Having the right
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Training and Development
This department is a fundamental component of Parsons’
successful strategic plan for recruiting and retaining
employees. As such—and to help us meet our strategic
objectives—our blended learning approach of workshops,
coaching/mentoring, instructor-led training sessions, online
webinars, and web-based training courses enables our
employees to improve their skills and competencies. Our
training and development team also designs and facilitates
leadership/management training programs for project
managers, supervisors, functional managers, and senior
managers.
Parsons has merged its sustainability module into its Project
Management Certification training program, ensuring that
all project managers receive the same guidance in
sustainable practices—thus demonstrating how Parsons
is providing sustainable solutions throughout the world.
Technology has made employee training and development
possible on a global scale, and online learning is an
increasingly popular and technically feasible approach to
develop skills, knowledge, and abilities, as well as to meet
employee compliance and certification requirements. In
fact, our online learning management system—ParsonsU,
established in 2003—offers thousands of courses that are
available 24/7, covering a wide array of professional
development topics for all levels of employees, from early
career professionals to senior staff. The entire catalog of

General Management Acceleration Program Workshop, Pasadena, CA
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ParsonsU courses is accessible online to all employees
from anywhere in the world. Employees complete their
courses as their schedules permit, or they can register for
webinars and instructor-led courses, as needed.
The International Association for Continuing Education and
Training (IACET) has approved Parsons’ corporate training
as an authorized source of continuing education units
(CEUs). Based on our approved provider status, employees
earn CEUs after completing many of our courses and
programs. Also, many new development courses are
structured to meet the IACET guidelines, allowing us to
offer additional CEUs each year for those employees
seeking credits as they renew their professional certifications.
Our training and development department also creates
customized web-based and/or instructor-led training to
meet specific requirements of projects and departments
throughout the corporation. Among the course offerings
of corporate training and development is an annual online
core values-related curriculum that is assigned to all
Parsons employees through the ParsonsU learning
management system. Other customized department
offerings include the Effective Management Program
Workshop, Advanced Project Managers Workshop, Senior
Manager Program, Fundamentals of Management, PACE
(plan-act-check-excel) Quality Management, Project
Management Cer tification, and Project Controls
Management Certification.

Classroom Training (total participant hours)
Programs
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Year Leadership Management Management Business Development
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Safety, Health, and the Environment
Our core value of safety embodies Parsons’ commitment
to safety and health in the workplace and in the communities
where we operate. We are recognized worldwide as a
leader in occupational health and safety as well as in our
care for the environment.
We are one of only five companies in the United States to
be accepted into (and continue participating in) OSHA’s
Corporate VPP—a cooperative program that partners with
employers and workers who have implemented effective
safety and health management systems and who maintain
injury and illness rates below federal Bureau of Labor
Statistics averages for their respective industries.
Parsons established its corporate goal of zero incidents
because the personal safety and health of each employee
are of prime importance. We monitor the risks associated
with our operations through our ESHARP (Environmental,
Safety, Health, and Risk Program) management system,
which is a one-of-a-kind, best practices guide addressing
the following concepts:
• Support our project and office locations.
• Achieve sustainable progress in reducing injuries and
illnesses. ESHARP identifies risk as early as possible
during the business development phase, and our
monitoring commitment continues from project startup
through design, field work, and commissioning to project
closeout.
• Feature weekly safety training—both occupational and
off-the-job safety/health messages—for employees to
share with their families. These weekly lessons highlight
prevention/control of common diseases in addition to
typical incidents that occur in the home.
• Offer first-aid and CPR/AED training in Parsons’ offices
to employees and their families.
• Involve families such as sponsoring an annual safety
calendar that focuses on home hazards through the eyes
and drawings of employees’ children.

Integrity

Parsons participates in diverse
conferences, programs, and
organizations committed to
advancing ethical behavior in
the business world.

PARSONS
2015 Parsons Safety Calendar-CMYK Final -outline.indd 1

10/9/2014 3:21:44 PM
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• Work with the training and development department to
create and deliver our annual safety, health, and
environmental training program. Through ParsonsU, we
reach each employee worldwide to strengthen our core
value of safety. In addition, we extend our driver safety
training to two family members of each employee.
• Make safety efforts visible—and familiar—in our offices
and on our projects. Our cultural perception survey
gauged our work culture and identified areas of
improvement so we can continue to grow our safety
culture.
• Create standing health and safety committees—as well
as emergency response teams—in offices and on project
sites to ensure that employees have a safe and healthy
work environment and are prepared to respond to any
emergency.
2014 Achievements
Reduced our injury and illness frequency rates, which
are among the best in our industry.
Continued our long-standing tradition of receiving multiple
annual awards from the National Safety Council (NSC).
Achieved ISO 14001 certification in Abu Dhabi following
a third-party audit of the Al Maryah Island Bridge Project.
Recognized by Caltrain Positive Train Control customer
for achieving nearly 300,000 manhours without a
recordable injury.
Recognized by the American Society of Safety Engineers
(ASSE) Louisville Chapter for hosting a chapter meeting
and project tour attended by more than 50 occupational
safety and health professionals.
Parsons (formerly Delcan) received a Merit Award from
the Development Bureau and Construction Industry
Council in Hong Kong for “demonstrating good site
safety and environmental performance and considerate
attitude in carrying out the works towards the public and
the neighborhood.”
Achieved 4.5 years on the Blue Grass Project without a
single violation from the U.S. EPA or the KDEP after more
than a dozen inspections.
Executive recognized as part of the 2014 Class of the
NSC’s Rising Stars of Safety.
Recognized by the NSC with two awards: the National
Safety Achievement Award and the Corporate Culture
of Safety Award.
New Jersey Motor Vehicles Inspection Project worked
12 months without a recordable injury.
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The Chevron Environmental Management Company
recognized Parsons for “best-in-class” performance for
4 consecutive years.
Parsons is one of only two companies in Canada to
receive Imperial Oil’s “Best-in-Class” Award for achieving
Outstanding Safety Performance.
BP Remediation Management presented Parsons with
a Contractor Safety Award at its annual Remediation
Management Supplier Meeting in Chicago, IL.
Recognized as Best Safety Consultant by Dubai Roads
and Transport Authority for 5 consecutive years.
Huntsville, AL, office recognized by the American Heart
Association as a Platinum-Level, Fit-Friendly Worksite.
Southern Nevada Water Authority team achieved
4 consecutive years without a reportable injury incident.
Abu Dhabi Municipality Parks and Recreation Facilities
Divisions Projects achieved 2 million manhours without
a lost-time incident.
Jeddah Municipality Infrastructure Project achieved more
than 1 million safe hours.
Riyadh Airport housing project achieved 6 million
manhours without a lost-time injury.
Leading and Lagging Safety Indicators
Leading indicators measure ongoing events, and lagging
indicators measure past events. Parsons’ incident prevention
model focuses on proactive activities to avoid injury and
illness in the workplace. Our core value metrics measure
leading indicator activities on a monthly basis for a wide
range of factors:
• Implementation of our safety culture based on executive
observations using our senior leadership system
• Compliance with our safety, health, and environmental
management requirements
• Peer observations of employee behavior
• Employee reports of near-miss occurrences
• Physical conditions of our projects and offices
Our low recordable incident rates are world class: our
reduced incurred costs for workers’ compensation have
dramatically lowered our premiums, which, in turn, have
lowered our experience modification rate (EMR) to become
one of the best in our industry. Injury and illness incident
rates expressed in this report are worldwide metrics and
meet OSHA’s recordkeeping requirements.

Total Recordable Incident Rate (worldwide)
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and advancing the standards of ethical business practices
that fuel corporate character, marketplace trust, and
business success—began publishing its World’s Most
Ethical Companies rankings—based on its Ethics Quotient™
framework—in 2006. This framework has been developed
over years of effort to provide an objective, consistent, and
standardized means that assesses an organization’s
performance. The information collected by this think tank
results in a comprehensive sampling of definitive criteria
of core competencies, rather than all aspects of corporate
governance, risk, sustainability, compliance, and ethics.
The Ethics Quotient framework and its methodology were
determined, vetted, and refined by the expert advice and
insight emanating from Ethisphere’s network of skilled
leaders and from the World’s Most Ethical Companies’
Methodology Advisory Panel.
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Employee Assistance Program
In 2006, Parsons established an all-employee assistance
program (LiveandWorkWell) offering employees and their
families personal counseling, family and caregiving
guidance, safety and crisis planning resources, selfimprovement tools, life-learning opportunities, and chronic
conditions support. Parsons is committed to providing our
employees with tools, information, and services that help
manage everyday challenges and their wellness for life.
Wellness for Life
At Parsons, we invest in our employees’ health and wellness
because we know that our people are our greatest asset.
In 2006, we established the U.S.-based Wellness for Life
Program to empower our employees with tools to manage
their health. Our program offers health improvement
resources such as health screenings, education, health
coaching, and cash incentives for participation.
Parsons Among World’s Most Ethical Companies
Integrity is one of our six core values, and we are committed
to acting ethically—and with integrity—in everything we
do. Our commitment to integrity permeates all levels of our
company, and our designation by the Ethishphere Institute
as one of the World’s Most Ethical Companies in 2015—for
6 consecutive years—is a testament to our commitment.
This designation recognizes Parsons for having had a
material impact on the way we conduct our business by
fostering a culture of ethics and transparency at every level
of the corporation. Ethisphere—a global leader in defining

As one of the World’s Most Ethical Companies, our
employees understand and agree that integrity is everyone’s
concern. When hired, all employees sign our Code of
Conduct—especially the anticorruption policies—and we
require our employees to recertify their acceptance of and
compliance with this code every other year. Our 24-hour
Ethics Helpline allows employees globally to make
suggestions, ask questions, and report concerns about
business practices, safety, violations of law, and company
policies. Our helpline encourages employees to report
issues anonymously without fear of retaliation. We also
communicate our commitment to integrity through training
processes such as live instruction, videos, easily accessed
online documents, and periodic ethics “challenges”
or quizzes that keep ethics in the forefront of our daily
activities.
In addition, Parsons participates in diverse conferences,
programs, and organizations committed to advancing
ethical behavior in the business world. We are an active
member in the Business Ethics Leadership Alliance (BELA),
formed in 2008 by 17 companies to exchange and promote
best practices in ethics and corporate compliance. BELA
members commit themselves to the alliance’s four core
Parsons Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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values of legal compliance, transparency, conflict
identification, and accountability. Parsons is also an active
member in the Construction Industry Ethics and Compliance
Initiative (CIECI), also formed in 2008. CIECI is dedicated
to promoting integrity and ethical conduct in the construction
industry. Members agree to adhere to a series of ethical
principles and to share their best ethical and compliance
practices. In addition, we belong to the Compliance &
Ethics Leadership Council—a program of the Corporate
Executive Board (a leading member-based advisory
company)—that provides data-driven insight, analytic tools,
and advisory support to legal and compliance executives
in order to improve individual, functional, and corporate
performance. In June 2014, our Chief Compliance Officer
gave a presentation and participated on a panel at the
Corporate Counsel and Compliance Exchange sponsored
by the International Quality and Productivity Center. The
presentation shared best practices when responding to a
government investigation, and the panel discussed valuebased partnership with outside counsel.
Human Rights
As an international leader in engineering and construction,
Parsons supports and respects the promotion and protection
of human rights within our operations. When hired, all
employees sign our Parsons Code of Conduct. Employees
working on U.S. government projects are trained in the
requirements of the federal regulation that combats
trafficking in persons, and our employees are required to
certify their compliance with these requirements, including
reporting any violation or possible violation of which they
become aware. In addition, we require that all subcontractors
performing work on U.S. government projects follow all
applicable federal regulations, including the regulation
combating trafficking in persons.
Incidents of Discrimination and Actions Taken
Parsons proactively attracts world-class talent because
we recognize their contribution to our success and to our
position as an industry leader. We value each employee
individually as illustrated by our long-standing commitment
to fairness and equity in the workplace and by our fostering
an atmosphere of inclusion. However, even productive and
skilled employees might encounter work-related concerns.
As a result, Parsons’ programs offer each employee the
opportunity to report any work-related problem confidentially
and without fear of retaliation.
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In 1998, we implemented our 3-step Employee Dispute
Resolution Program (EDRP) in the United States to provide
flexible, neutral, confidential, accessible, and cost-effective
resolutions. Our program supports consistent and fair
treatment of employees, sustains improved communications,
and encourages a positive workplace. In one measure of
the EDRP’s effectiveness over the past 3 years, reports to
the EDRP have declined from 19 calls (in 2012), to 17 calls
(in 2013), to 15 calls (in 2014). Although some calls required
no action, most employee concerns were generally resolved
within Step 1 (Freedom of Expression & Appeal), which
provides employees the opportunity to bring employment
issues and concerns to the attention of management without
fear of retaliation and ensures communication between
the parties, focuses on the employee’s concerns, and
enables prompt resolution of workplace problems and
disputes. Employee relations managers typically serve as
facilitators to resolve the issues. In addition, our 24-hour
Ethics Helpline is available to all employees—globally—if
they want to report concerns about business practices,
violations of law, and company policies. Page 23 detailed
our commitment to Parsons’ business ethics.

Our Management Practices
As examples of our sustainability efforts, we have combined
sustainable management practices with best industry
practices, and we have already instituted companywide
policies and standards that include mandatory requirements
to incorporate sustainability objectives in all Parsons
projects. We are committed to the integration of sustainability
into products and services throughout our organization,
and we have expanded the role of sustainability into a
requirement that provides our customers with world-class
sustainable solutions in energy, remediation, buildings,
and infrastructure. Quantitative results of these management
practices are addressed throughout this report.

Quality

Parsons’ Enterprise Quality
Management Program provides a
framework to manage, monitor, and
improve key business processes
within the corporation.

Our Business Partnerships
Successful Parsons projects usually involve partnerships
with organizations, agencies, and individuals outside the
company. When working with our customers, subcontractors,
vendors, and specialty-equipment suppliers, we ensure
that our projects are completed on time, within budget,
and in accordance with defined requirements. By procuring
materials and services from local suppliers, we reduce
both cost and environmental impact. Our partnerships
represent an extensive network of qualified contractors
and organizations, including small businesses across all
categories recognized under the U.S. Small Business
Administration as well as local and national minority/womenowned business enterprises (M/WBEs). Parsons also
participates in various mentor–protégé programs targeting
the development and growth of diverse suppliers to support
a robust supplier base while promoting national and global
economic development.

provide academic scholarships to two recipients focusing
on the transportation industry.
Habitat for Humanity
Since 2008, we have partnered with
this group, which is dedicated to
providing affordable housing for
low-income families around the world. More than 200
Parsons employees and their families have put in thousands
of volunteer hours working on houses in California, Maryland,
Nevada, North Carolina, and South Carolina. We also fund
building costs.
Tournament for Life
Parsons has hosted its annual golf fundraiser for the
American Cancer Society (ACS) of San Gabriel/Pomona
Valley since 1975. We have raised nearly $3 million for the
ACS through this tournament—one of Southern California’s
most successful charitable functions.

Parsons Gives Back Program
Since our founding in 1944, we have supported educational,
cultural, and civic organizations in the communities where
our employees live and work. We have also sponsored
various nonprofits, programs, and events. As part of our
Parsons Gives Back Program, we continually evaluate our
community’s ever-changing needs; we have supported
multiple nonprofit organizations for numerous years while
others reflect our growth and expansion into new markets
and geographies. Our community involvement mirrors the
values we hold as a company, especially our six core
values. Charitable contributions, in-kind donations, and
volunteerism directly correlate with improving the quality
of life while making the world a better place.
Parsons Scholarship Program
Established in California in the 1960s, our undergraduate/
graduate scholarship program was expanded in 2009 to
include the dependents of our full-time employees attending
an accredited college or university. In 2014, Parsons awarded
28 scholarships worth $105,000 under our annual
scholarship program: 15 first-time recipients and 13 renewed
scholarships.
Women in Transportation Seminar
Parsons supports WTS, an international organization
dedicated to building the future of transportation through
the global advancement of women. Through Parsons’
support of the WTS Transportation YOU program, young
girls from 13–18 are introduced to various transportation
careers through hands-on, interactive mentoring. Parsons
also partnered with the WTS Toronto Area Chapter to

MUSE/IQUE
Parsons has suppor ted this
nonprofit orchestra since its
founding in 2011. Parsons’ assistance provides meaningful
support to MUSE/IQUE’s four programs: Uncorked Series,
Summer of Sound, FREE/FOR ALL, and KIDS/IQUE. These
programs serve the community by producing and presenting
live counter-conventional musical experiences that are
exciting, memorable, and accessible to all segments of
the community, including foster and at-risk children. Two
Parsons executives also serve on the organization’s board
of directors.
Bridges to Prosperity
In 2015, Parsons committed to
becoming one of three Country
Partners for Bridges to Prosperity, which provides isolated
communities with access to essential health care, education,
and economic opportunities by building footbridges over
impassable rivers. Parsons has also supported this
nonprofit organization’s bridge-building program in Rwanda
via its annual Bridges and Birdies Golf Tournament.
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United Way
Parsons employees—and the
corporation—have been donating
to United Way for almost 30 years.
Between 2001 and 2014, we contributed more than
$5 million to nonprofit community organizations and charities
through our annual United Way Campaign. Our employees
in California also actively participate in the Greater Los
Angeles HomeWalk and in Orange County’s WalkUnited.
Both are annual 5k run/walks to end homelessness. Each
year, thousands of people come together to do their part
by fundraising and spreading the word that homelessness
is a solvable problem. In Orange County, Parsons employees
participated for 4 consecutive years in WalkUnited. Their
efforts, coupled with Parsons’ sponsorship, contributed
more than $5,000 over the past 4 years to help end
homelessness in Orange County. In Los Angeles just this
past year—having 35 registered and virtual walkers
combined with matching funds from the Conrad Hilton
Foundation and Parsons’ HomeWalk sponsorship—
Parsons’ participation in the 8 th annual Los Angeles
HomeWalk added nearly $20,000 to this important United
Way fundraiser. In June 2014, the United Way of Greater
Los Angeles recognized Parsons’ then-Vice President of
Talent Management with an Outstanding Executive
Champion Award for his philanthropic commitment to
community service. He also serves as the chairman of the
board of the Los Angeles Central County United Way.

ParSTEM Young Women’s Engineering Event, Pasadena, CA

ParSTEM
Parsons understands the value of introducing students to
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM)
and has spearheaded and/or supported STEM internship
and in-school programs in the communities where our
employees live and work:
• ParSTEM Pasadena Chapter. We have led this program,
previously called the Future Scientists and Engineers of
America, for the past 18 years in the Pasadena Unified
School District (PUSD), Los Angeles County. Our
employees enjoy volunteering to work with PUSD students
to perform real engineering and science. Parsons staff
engage students in hands-on projects that range from
building a robot to constructing a basic bridge. In addition,
we participate in other activities such as mock interviews
and résumé workshops.
• ACE Mentor Program. Since 1995, Parsons employees
have served as board members, team leaders, and
mentors with the ACE Mentor Program—a national,
industry-driven and -supported program that introduces
high school students to the fields of architecture,
construction, and engineering through exposure to
technical discussions, industry-related training, field trips,
and hands-on projects. Our employees mentor students
in California, New York, and Washington, D.C.
• Sewer System Improvement Program Summer
Internship Program. Established in 2012, SSIP’s
summer program—spearheaded by a Parsons JV in
conjunction with the San Francisco Public Utilities

HomeWalk 2014, Los Angeles, CA
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Safety

Parsons has been selected by the
Dubai Roads and Transport Authority
as the Best Safety Consultant
for 5 years in a row.

Commission (SFPUC), the City of San Francisco, and
local community-based organizations—is a 10-week
paid internship for teenagers (15–18) who reside in
San Francisco’s Bayview Hunters Point neighborhood.
The program introduces students to various disciplines
(architecture & urban planning, engineering & design,
finance & accounting, communications & government
relations, and operations & environmental management)
in order to increase the participation of women and
underrepresented minorities as well as to assist high
school students and graduates in entering postsecondary programs. The internship program and its
approach have been adopted by the SFPUC and
incorporated as a required community benefit in all new
consultant contracts on the SSIP. In addition, this program
has been expanded to include mentors from some of
the new SSIP design teams. It is also included as one
of San Francisco’s “CityWorks” youth internship programs.

SSIP Summer Internship Program, San Francisco, CA

• Cal Poly Cyber Initiative. Parsons is contributing
$100,000 to this initiative that develops qualified graduates
in computer science—with a cybersecurity specialization—
and educates them in advanced engineering, science,
and business applications of cyber technologies and
systems. In addition, a Parsons executive is currently
serving a 2-year term in San Luis Obispo as the Visiting
Director of Cal Poly’s Cybersecurity Center, which will
ultimately become a prominent national center featuring
educational, research, outreach, and partnering activities.
We are also participating in the Cal Poly Cybersecurity
Council, a group of leading industry experts and faculty
whose strategic advice will help ensure that Cal Poly’s
cyber graduates align with industry needs.
• Cal Poly Innovation Quest. Parsons is contributing
$20,000 to support Cal Poly’s 2015 Innovation Quest
(iQ) Competition. Now in its 12 th consecutive year, this
campuswide contest in San Luis Obispo is designed to
encourage student innovators to pursue their ideas and
get them funded. Parsons, in coordination with the Cal
Poly Center for Innovation & Entrepreneurship, has also
created a special award for the 2015
competition. The award—one-half
of the contribution—is geared
toward innovative concepts that
lead to an entrepreneurial venture
in the architecture, construction,
and engineering markets.
• Cal Poly Pomona. Parsons is contributing $50,000 to
support the College of Engineering over a 5-year period.

• Summer of Success. In 2014, Parsons hosted six youths
from Para Los Niños at its Pasadena corporate
headquarters through the mayor of Los Angeles’ Summer
of Success program, which provides safe learning
opportunities for youth in Los Angeles. The six participants
shadowed Parsons employees in the areas of
transportation, environment and infrastructure, and
information systems.

• Center for Infrastructure Assurance and Security
National Collegiate Cyber Defense Competition.
Parsons served as a silver sponsor for this annual
competition, which is held in San Antonio, TX. Participants
gain hands-on experience securing systems, handling
business demands, and prioritizing their tasks while
working on a mix of operating systems, networking
equipment, and hardware components.

• Verbum Dei High School Corporate Work Study
Program (CWSP). In 2014, Parsons began supporting
Verbum Dei High School’s CWSP, an innovative and
award-winning successful partnership between business,
education, and the young gentlemen of Verbum Dei in
Los Angeles. Two students work an 8-hour day/week
throughout the academic year at Parsons’ Pasadenabased corporate headquarters, gaining practical work
experience in a global professional services environment.

Sustainability
As part of the Columbia Sustainability
Initiative, Parsons’ volunteers
participated in a wetlands cleanup
project at Fort McHenry National
Monument in Baltimore, MD.
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• University of Maryland Honors College Advanced
Cybersecurity Experience for Students Program.
Parsons is providing academic scholarships to current
and future undergraduates in the UMD Honors College
ACES Program: 24 scholarships will be awarded to
high-achieving students during the next 3 years. We will
also offer professional insight to these students as we
expose them to various career options in cybersecurity.

Big Sunday
Since 2007, Parsons, its employees,
and their families in California have
been a part of Big Sunday, the
largest volunteer event in the United States and one of
Los Angeles’ annual community service events. Our
employees have worked on projects ranging from
participating in a local food bank to clearing brush in canyon
areas. In May 2014, seven of our offices worked on seven
projects throughout California:
• Graham Elementary School, Los Angeles – Beautifying
the campus, which includes amazing murals and
landscaping.
• Cosumnes River Preserve, Sacramento County –
Supporting habitat restoration to ensure the continuation
of many rare species of birds and wildlife.

UMD ACES students, College Park, MD (courtesy of John Consoli)

YMCA Corporate Cup
Since 1984, the Parsons office in Charlotte, NC, has
participated in this 5k run/walk and half-marathon through
uptown Charlotte and its adjacent neighborhoods. Proceeds
from this fundraiser help the YMCA build strong kids,
families, and communities in Charlotte.

Cosumnes River Preserve Habitat Restoration, Sacramento, CA
YMCA Corporate Cup, Charlotte, NC

Sustainability
Parsons has nearly 300
professionals with sustainability
certifications/accreditations.
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• St. Vincent de Paul Center, Alameda County – Registering
clients, distributing clean clothing, and putting together
“goody bags.”
• Orange County Food Bank, Garden Grove – Packing
boxes of food at a facility that packages about 26,000
boxes of food each month.
• Kidspace Children’s Museum, Pasadena – Hosting more
than 30 children from L.A. Family Housing at this museum,
which entertains, educates, and inspires.
• Boys & Girls Club of Barstow, Fort Irwin – Painting some
rooms and installing new flooring in the kitchen.
• Healthy Day Partners and Ocean Knoll Community Farm,
Encinitas – Transforming a vacant lot into a working
organic and sustainable farm at a local elementary school.

Children’s Holiday Party
Ever since we moved Parsons’ corporate headquarters to
Pasadena in 1975, we have been brightening the holiday
season for local children by hosting our Annual Children’s
Holiday Party. In 2014, more than 140 children from Five
Acres (in Altadena) and Hathaway-Sycamores, Hillsides,
and Rosemary Children’s Services (in Pasadena) attended
our special party, which included lunch, a photo booth, a
musical performance by the MUSE/IQUE Singers (curated
by Rachael Worby, MUSE/IQUE Artistic Director and
Conductor), and a special guest from the North Pole. In
addition—and with the help of our employees—we
distributed more than 230 gift cards to these children.

Saudi Arabian Parsons Limited Jeddah Municipality
and Makkah Projects Beach Cleanup
In September 2014, Parsons employees working on the
Jeddah Municipality Infrastructure and Makkah projects
worked together to help organize and sponsor a major
beach cleanup along the Jeddah coastline on the Red
Sea. More than 800 volunteers from 44 different groups
and the community—both expatriates and Saudis—
collected and disposed of about 10 tons of trash.
Doha Blood Donation Campaign
For the 2nd consecutive year, the Parsons office in Doha,
Qatar, completed a blood donation campaign.
Operation Support Our Troops
Parsons proudly supports those actively serving our country
and their families—as well as veterans of the armed forces.
Through fundraising and other events, we help sustain the
Wounded Warrior Project™, the Navy SEAL Foundation,
Disabled Sports USA, the Institute of Veterans Education
and Training, and the Camaraderie Foundation.

MUSE/IQUE Singers at Children’s Holiday Party, Pasadena, CA

Al Noor Training Centre for Children with Special
Needs
Parsons continues to support this centre in the UAE by
inviting it to set up a booth in the Abu Dhabi office. In 2015,
Al Noor also set up a booth in Parsons’ Dubai office. The
Al Noor centre provides effective quality training to children
who have Down syndrome, cerebral palsy, autism, and
other challenges. The booth was set up to sell products
from “smiles n’ stuff,” Al Noor’s very own vocational training
gift shop—the only one of its kind in the Gulf Cooperation
Council where all the products are handcrafted by children
with special needs.

Parsons Hosts Al Noor Centre for Children with Special Needs
Gift Shop, Dubai, UAE

Computer Reuse and Recycling
Parsons continues to donate used computers and other
electronic equipment to schools and nonprofit organizations.
Parsons’ 2014 donations included numerous central
processing units and monitors to schools and social centers
in Oman, UAE; computer equipment to Project C.U.R.E. in
Centennial, CO; and laptop computers and computer
towers to the Salvation Army in Guam, just to name a few.
These donations give recipients access to technology that
allows them to connect with countless resources.

Quality

A Parsons company has been
awarded the Global Road
Achievement Award for quality
management from the
International Road Federation
for 5 years in a row.
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Smarter DC Challenge
In March 2014, Parsons participated in
the official launch of the Smarter DC
Challenge, a Washington, D.C., citywide
CHALLENGE
initiative for businesses and nonprofit
Sustainability Makes
Dollars and Sense
organizations to create their own
sustainability programs and, thus, participate in a spirited
sustainability challenge. The event drew nearly 200
attendees, including Mayor Muriel Bowser—whose goal
is for the District of Columbia to become the leading
sustainable and resilient city. Senior officials from Mayor
Bowser’s office also attended as well as leaders from local
businesses and nonprofits.
SMARTER

Kids to Love Golf Invitational
Parsons began hosting this annual golf tournament in 2011
because it supports the Kids to Love Foundation, a nonprofit
dedicated to meeting the needs of Alabama’s foster children.
The foundation’s activities include the Foster Parent
Program—to recruit and train foster and adoptive families—
as well as efforts to provide school supplies, holiday gifts,
and college scholarships to children in need.
California Science Center

Backed by the D.C. government, the Smarter DC Challenge
is an impact-focused competition that works with local
organizations and their employees to reduce environmental
impacts while saving money and driving positive business
results. More than 30 organizations—including Parsons—
are participating in this challenge, which benefits its
members in several ways:
• Grow your own sustainability program, help your
organization, and contribute to the district at the same
time.
• It’s free and simple, and it provides access to sustainability
experts, best practices initiatives, and industry peer
support.
• Creates a positive marketing opportunity and supports
employee retention and attraction.
• Provides a positive growth opportunity for the ambitious
sustainability leaders in your organization.
• Reduces your environmental footprint and saves money.

Space Shuttle Orbiter Endeavour’s journey through
Los Angeles

Parsons sponsors the California Science Center in a number
of ways, including providing technical consulting services
as well as supporting numerous funds and events. Parsons,
as part of a team of local consultants, also donated services
to the Science Center by assisting in the development of
the Space Shuttle Orbiter Endeavour’s Final Placement
Logistic Plan. The plan was put into action from
October 12–14, 2012, and included structural analysis of
the I-405 overpass at Manchester Boulevard, an inventory
of obstructions (street lights, power lines, traffic signals,
trees, etc.), and selection of equipment and methodologies
to reduce the impact to existing infrastructure and minimize
the number of mature trees affected.

Sustainability
Washington, D.C., Skyline
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Parsons is a member of the U.S.
Green Building Council, a nonprofit
organization dedicated to
sustainable building design and
construction.

Disaster Relief
Parsons has a long history of supporting communities
affected by such natural disasters as hurricanes, floods,
earthquakes, wildfires, and tornados. In line with our
commitment, we respond to these catastrophes by providing
volunteer and professional support, as well as financial
contributions. And, because Parsons is proactive in
responding to the need for disaster relief, we established
a Red Cross microsite in 2010 that allows employees to
contribute—at any time—to those affected. Our donations
support the Red Cross (and others) when preparing for
and providing shelter, food, emotional support, and other
assistance.
One example of Parsons’ disaster relief efforts is Hurricane
Sandy. In October 2012, Hurricane Sandy devastated the
mid-Atlantic/northeastern United States and parts of the
Caribbean. In the wake of Sandy, Parsons assisted in and
is still assisting in numerous disaster relief and recovery
efforts in New York:
• Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA)/New York
City Transit (NYCT) selected a Parsons JV to evaluate
and/or design repairs and resiliency improvements at
eight locations flooded by Hurricane Sandy:
- South Ferry Station: Although repairs are currently
being made to this critical subway complex in Manhattan,
it remains closed because of its still extensive damage.
- Montague, Clark Street, and Canarsie Tubes (three
underriver subway tunnels): The Montague tunnel has
received awards from the American Council of
Engineering Companies (ACEC) at both the local and
national levels.
- St. George Terminal Yard and Clifton Shop/Yard (two
coastal sections of Staten Island Railway): A 14-mile,
21-station commuter rail line.
- 148th Street Yard and 207th Street Yard: Many of the
train storage tracks in both yards were under water—as
were the switches, motors, traction power cables, and
signal equipment that serves those tracks.

• In early 2014, Parsons was awarded new task order
contracts with NYCT and the Port Authority of New York
and New Jersey (PANYNJ) to provide architectural and
engineering services for post-Hurricane Sandy repairs
and resiliency projects:
- Replace PATH signal cabling and equipment in Tunnels
E & F, Exchange Place Station, and World Trade Center.
- Replace medium-voltage cables, traction power cables,
switches and circuit breakers, and intertripping cables
in PATH in Exchange Place, Tunnels E & F, and World
Trade Center.
- Replace corrosion protection and control equipment
in PATH Tunnels E & F.
- Replace PATH exchange place escalator.
- Replace lighting vault at Teterboro Airport.
- Design flood protection for mobile generators at the
Lincoln Tunnel ventilation buildings.
• Parsons is creating an asset management and residency
study for Battery Park City Authority where we will identify
high-value and critical systems at risk during 100- and
500-year storms and will recommend action to protect
or relocate to safer locations.
In addition to providing professional services for various
projects in New York, Parsons also supported the following
efforts:
• We assisted in the New York City Department of
Environmental Protection’s disaster response and recovery
efforts by providing construction management services
for its pumping stations that were heavily damaged by
the storm.
• Through our Red Cross microsite, we established an
employee donation-matching program and raised more
than $77,000 to aid the storm’s victims.
• We were one of the first firms to support New York
Governor Cuomo’s Empire State Relief Fund.
• We were the first firm to step up and monetarily support
the NY Building Foundation Hurricane Sandy Recovery
Fund to study ways that will mitigate future storm damage
to the New York area.
• We were one of the original participants in New Jersey
Governor Christie’s Hurricane Sandy New Jersey Relief
Fund.
• We collected and delivered more than 640 coats for
adults and children to NY Cares.
• Parsons’ Regional Development Executive for New York
and New Jersey participated in NY Building Foundation’s
post-Sandy taskforce and assisted ACEC in disseminating
Sandy-related information to its membership.

Hurricane clouds, Brighton Beach, NY
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Social Responsibility in
Our Workplace
Because our worldwide sites impact the environment, energy, and economics
of where we do business, we are proactive in enhancing the quality of life for
these communities with such sustainable efforts as reducing our energy/water
consumption and using recycled and planet-friendly materials. We
also rely on such alternative communication methods as videoconferencing
to reduce travel costs. Our progress in the areas discussed in this report
is summarized on the sustainability scorecard (page 41). Parsons is dedicated
to being a model of sustainability.
Facilities Energy Use
No one can overestimate the importance of reducing
energy consumption because it is an essential factor
toward achieving sustainability in our world. As we continue
to find innovative ways to reduce our energy use, we are
also reducing our consumption of natural resources used
for conventional energy generation (natural gas, coal, and
oil) while we are concurrently reducing the amount of air
emissions and GHGs emitted during conventional energy
production.
Throughout Parsons’ worldwide offices—and in our project
locations—we have many opportunities to show our
commitment to conserve energy and reduce GHG
emissions. We are continuing to find new ways to lower
our electrical consumption through high-efficiency lighting,
controls, HVAC retrofits, and operational strategies. We are
also collaborating with property owners in our leased office
spaces to implement energy-saving retrofits in lighting
and HVAC systems. In addition, we continue to update
and upgrade our IT applications in order to replace energyconsuming services with more efficient IT equipment.
For this report, we included the electricity and natural gas
metrics from our Pasadena, CA, corporate headquarters—
our largest site, which represents more than 80% of our
facility footprint. We also included our 2014 server
virtualization metrics, which resulted in a cost savings of
more than $59,000.
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Server Virtualization (2014)
Site
Dubai

kWh (savings)
13,270

Pasadena

120,011

Dallas

422,292

Savings (kWh/y)

555,572

Sustainability
In 2014, Parsons’ O&P Street
Reconstruction Project received an
Environment and Sustainability Award
from the District of Columbia
Department of Transportation.

Electricity Usage (kWh in 000s)

Normalized Electricity Usage* (kWh in 000s)
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Natural Gas Usage (therms in 000s)

Normalized Natural Gas Usage* (therms in 000s)
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Water Use
Clean, potable water is one of the earth’s most valuable
resources. In most parts of the world, more than half the
cost of water is derived from the energy required to treat it
and then to transport it to where it is needed. The footprint
generated by processes that store, treat, purify, and convey
water underscores the need for conservation of this most
precious resource. Parsons is a leader in providing support
to water agencies throughout the world in efforts to make
them more efficient by making them more technologically
advanced.
To minimize our need for potable water in our own facilities,
we have installed low-flow restroom and irrigation fixtures,
enhanced drought-resistant landscaping, and highefficiency cooling tower systems. Similar to our efforts in
energy efficiency, we work with our property owners in
leased facilities to adopt these same water efficiency
measures whenever possible.

committed to recycling and donating electronic waste
(eWaste such as computers, monitors, and printers) in a
safe, secure, and socially responsible manner.

Paper Procurement
Monthly: 8½” x 11” white paper (cartons)
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Sustainable yield is a key component of sustainability. It
emphasizes the need to minimize waste through the
judicious purchase and use of raw materials, recycling,
reuse, and buying products that have a high content of
recycled ingredients.
As a company—and because we rely heavily on
documentation—we remain focused on reducing our need
for printing by increasing our use of electronic documents
and paperless transfer/communications, including the use
of video- and web-enabled conferencing tools. And because
we continue to review and improve our recycling programs
for materials (such as paper and drink containers), we
recently instituted battery-recycling programs as well. We
are even committed to purchasing environmentally
preferable (green) janitorial cleaning supplies with low/no
volatile organic compounds (VOCs). In addition, we are
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Integrity

Parsons has been named by the
Ethisphere Institute as one of the
World’s Most Ethical Companies
for 6 years in a row.

eWaste Disposal Method
17% of
12.38 Tons
Remarketed

Measuring and Managing Our GHG
Emissions
In calculating our GHG emissions, we selected an approach
that reflects our business goal: reduce carbon intensity
that relates to tons of carbon per unit of income. Our goal
is to reduce our carbon footprint index by 5%.
We calculate our carbon intensity based on four activities:

83% of 59.07 Tons
Recycled

Sustainable Procurement Practices
Sustainable procurement—an integral part of the Parsons
Sustainability Program—results in markedly improved
material conservation and waste reduction. Embedded in
the life-cycle impact of each product is a combined
environmental, energy, and carbon footprint that reflects
the manufacturing and transportation processes required
to produce it.
We leverage our powerful sustainability skills in procurement,
vendor management, and purchasing to enhance our
supply chain. In fact, we are developing a program that
will identify product ratings and labeling methods, and it
will concurrently prioritize—by their efficiency or recycled
content levels—more sustainable products such as Energy
Star appliances, furniture, high-efficiency lighting, and
building materials that use rapidly renewable resources.
We specify sustainable attributes in our procurement
contracts for IT, office materials, and services such as
package delivery and office cleaning. We are reducing our
ultimate footprint because we are procuring more sustainable
products.

•
•
•
•

Onsite fuel usage
Purchase of electricity
Employee business travel
Employee commuting

We focus on key office locations—for each activity—
because they make up more than 90% of our emissions,
and we apply these results to the entire company using
the ISO 14064 GHG inventory. The World Resource Institute
reviewed and agreed with our approach. For 2014, we
exceeded our carbon intensity goal, and we are on track
to meet our 2015 goal.
Parsons continues to manage each of these four activities
through such measures as telecommuting, videoconferencing, and business travel controls, each of which
contributes significantly to reducing our carbon intensity.

GHG Emissions
(metric tons of CO 2 emissions by source activity)

22%
24%
Fuel &
Other (waste,
Electricity
paper, shipping)

42%
Employee
Commuting

12%
Employee
Travel

Safety

In 2014, Parsons received two
National Safety Council awards:
the National Safety Achievement
award and the Corporate Culture
of Safety award.
Parsons Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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Business Travel and Technology in the
Workplace
We all know corporate business travel has a major
adverse influence that impacts sustainability; however, it
is also an essential part of our business practice because
travel results in new sales or follow-on work. That said, our
employees continue to go anywhere throughout the world,
and in 2014 we saw a decline in the number of airline tickets
and car rentals/lodging nights despite the continued
increase in our employee population. In fact, we realized
a significant decrease in the number of lodging nights.
Although travel is an essential part of our business, we
remain committed to other ways we can support and
participate in sustainable practices. Therefore, we ask our
employees to consider whether the work associated with
a proposed trip or meeting could be just as successful
through technology. As a worldwide company, we rely on
our technology to connect with our customers, employees,
and vendors/suppliers. And, because face-to-face meetings
are vital when creating successful relationships, what had
once required the actual presence of individuals in a
common location is now being achieved just as successfully
through videoconferencing, teleconferencing, web meetings,
and electronic file sharing.
Thanks to these innovations, people now attend the same
meetings from any place in the world—at any given time.
Countless advantages stem from applying technology in
the workplace, including increased productivity, which also
offers economic and time-saving benefits by reducing both
employee travel and travel by customers and vendors/
suppliers.

Airline Tickets (round trips in 000s)
25
21
20

18

15

10

5

0

2013

2014

Car Rentals (in 000s)

12

12

12

10
9

6

3

0

• Contributes to our sustainability goals, specifically
reducing GHG emissions.
• Improves quality of communications among employees,
customers, and vendors/suppliers.
• Avoids unnecessary travel time and expenses.
• Facilitates and enhances multiple business scenarios,
including staff and team meetings, project planning
sessions, business development collaborations, design
reviews, interviews, and training.

120

In 2014, we experienced a noticeable decline in our
videoconferencing because of the increased use of web
conferencing for smaller meetings. Moreover, the additional
endpoints were not added until the end of the year.

40
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Lodging (nights in 000s)
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2012

15

We have relied on audio and web conferencing—both
internally and externally—for more than 15 years, and
this program achieves the following benefits:

36

20

2012

2013

2014

Videoconference Rooms
Year

Endpoints

2014

69

2013

56

2012

52

“Although travel is an essential part
of our business, we remain
committed to other ways we can
support and participate in
sustainable practices.”

Videoconference Use (hours)
Year

Total Use

2014

2,873.70

2013

3,016.70

2012

3,148.20

Diversity
Parsons’ employees speak
more than 80 languages.
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Sustainability FAQs
Our frequently asked questions summarize the sustainability
program at Parsons, which represents a simple yet
comprehensive set of items covering our sustainability
policies, practices, and procedures.
Does Parsons have written policies,
procedures, and practices in the
following sustainability areas?

Yes

Energy efficiency

√

Environmental protection

√

Health

√

Safety

√

Labor rights and freedom of association

√

Ethics

√

Customer data protection

√

Conflict minerals
Human rights
Does Parsons provide employee or
worker training in the following
sustainability areas?

√

Yes

Environmental protection

√

Health

√

Safety

√

Labor rights and freedom of association

√

Ethics

√

Customer data protection

√

Conflict minerals

No

√

Environmental protection

√

Health

√

Safety

√

Labor rights and freedom of association

√

Ethics

√

Customer data protection

√

Human rights

No

—
√

Does Parsons publicly report sustainability
results and progress against its goals?
Yes. We publicly report our sustainability results and
progress to the Global Reporting Initiative and on our
company’s public website.

—
√

Does Parsons have an officer or executive
dedicated and accountable to sustainability?
Yes. We have a corporate director of social responsibility.

Parsons: People. Planet. Progress.

Energy efficiency

Conflict minerals

√
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Yes. We maintain the following memberships:
• ASTM: American Society for Testing and Materials
• CHPS: Collaborative for High Performance Schools
• GRI: Global Reporting Initiative
• USGBC: U.S. Green Building Council
Does Parsons set performance goals
with metrics and targets in the
following sustainability areas?
Yes

—

Energy efficiency

Human rights

No

Does Parsons maintain membership in at least
one independent organization that sets
sustainability standards or guidelines?

Diversity
In early 2014, six Parsons employees
were named as regional winners of
Engineering News-Record magazine’s
Top 20 Under 40 competition.

Has Parsons adopted the codes or standards of
any independent organization?
Yes. We have adopted those ISO 14001 requirements
that pertain to the operations of the company’s service
activities. We represent customers throughout the world
as their owners’ representatives, and we are responsible
for complying with ISO 14001 when requested by our
customers. We adopt the codes and standards of other
independent organizations, if requested by our customers,
for specific programs and projects.
Does Parsons have a supplier diversity program?
Yes. We are committed to maintaining a diverse supplier
base to support our projects, providing opportunities
for small, minority-owned, women-owned, and veteranowned businesses (including service-disabled veterans),
as well as historically black colleges/universities, minority
institutions, and organizations that promote the
employment of disabled individuals.
Does Parsons require its suppliers to
adopt sustainability standards in the
following areas?
Yes

Does Parsons use renewable energy or
alternative energy sources such as solar, wind,
biofuels, or geothermal?
Yes. Although Parsons does not own any renewable
energy generation resources, we procure our energy
from local utility suppliers, many of which are required
to procure a portion of their energy portfolios from
renewable energy sources.
Has Parsons established GHG emission
reduction goals?
Yes. Page 35 describes our GHG emission reduction
goals.
Does Parsons track its GHG emissions?
Yes. Page 35 shows our most current GHG emissions.
To whom does Parsons report its GHG
emissions?
We report our GHG emissions to the GRI.

No

Does Parsons have written policies
and practices for the products and
services it sells to its customers?

Yes

√

Product end-of-life recycling/take-back
programs

√

Safety

√

Product recycled content

√

Labor rights and freedom of association

√

Ethics

√

Restrictions on use of raw materials from
conflict mines

Customer data protection

√

Energy efficiency

√

Environmental protection

√

Health

Conflict minerals
Human rights

—
√

Sustainability
In 2014, Parsons was designated
by the City of Austin, TX, as a
Silver Green Business Leader.

No

—

Restrictions on hazardous substances in
products

√

Product packaging, transportation, and
logistics

√

Product life-cycle energy consumption

√

Product transportation and logistics

√

Hazardous and regulated waste
management

√
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Does Parsons document its labor
and human rights policies that
address the following areas?

Yes

Prohibition of child labor

√

Prohibition of involuntary labor

√

Allowing freedom of association

√

Prohibition of bribery

√

Avoiding conflicts of interest

√

Prohibition of illegal drugs

√

Prohibition of discrimination

√

Prohibition of physical coercion

√

Limiting the number of worker hours

√

No

Does Parsons have an energy and water usage
policy, strategy, or management plan?
Yes. Page 32 describes our energy policy, and page 34
describes our water usage policy.
Does Parsons track utility usage at the corporate
level?

Does Parsons have an established
program for assessing its suppliers’
performance in the following
sustainability areas?

Yes

Energy efficiency

√

Environmental protection

√

Health

√

Safety

√

Labor rights and freedom of association

√

Ethics

√

Customer data protection

√

Conflict minerals
Human rights

No

—
√

Does Parsons have a workforce diversity
program?
Yes. We are committed to building a strong, diverse
workforce. Our 15,000+ employees speak more than
80 languages and hold more than 10,800 university
degrees and professional registrations. We track our
diversity metrics for hiring and turnover.

Yes. Page 33 shows the utility usage summary.
Does Parsons measure GHG emissions?
Yes. We measure direct GHG emissions (Scope 1),
indirect GHG emissions (Scope 2), and other GHG
emissions (Scope 3) using the World Resources Institute
(WRI) GHG accounting protocol. Page 35 shows our
total GHG inventory.

Diversity
Parsons has been
designated a Military Friendly®
Employer by Victory Media
for 3 years in a row.
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Sustainability Scorecard and Progress
Measuring performance is critical to effective and transparent reporting of progress toward sustainability commitments. Parsons
uses select GRI indicators to demonstrate its results. These indicators have been modified for brevity and to reflect Parsons’
reported data.

GRI
Number
EN1

GRI Indicator
Materials used by weight and volume.

Parsons Performance Results
Domestic paper consumed:

Page
34

• Baseline use in 2008: 10,757 cartons
• Use in 2014: 4,740 cartons
• Use in 2013: 5,604 cartons
• 55.9% reduction in cartons from baseline to 2014
EN3

Direct energy consumption (for
natural gas consumed at Parsons’
headquarters).

Gas consumed:

33

• Baseline use in 2002: 131,729 therms
• Use in 2014: 36,131 therms
• Use in 2013: 41,090 therms
• 72.6% reduction in therms from baseline to 2014

EN4
EN5
EN7

Indirect energy consumption (for
Parsons, as electricity purchased from
grid).

Electricity consumed in our Pasadena headquarters:

33

• Baseline use in 2006: 7,641,000 kWh
• Use in 2014: 5,319,000 kWh
• Use in 2013: 5,121,000 kWh
• 30.4% reduction in electricity from baseline to 2014

EN8

Total water withdrawal by source.

Water consumed in Pasadena headquarters:

34

• Baseline use in 2007: 16,195 hcf
• Use in 2014: 3,754 hcf
• Use in 2013: 10,791 hcf
• 76.8% reduction in water between baseline to 2014
EN16
EN17
EN18

Total direct and indirect GHG emissions About 5.5% increase between 2013 and 2014 in terms of
(for Parsons, as carbon intensity).
tons of carbon per unit of revenue.

EN22

Waste by type and disposal method.

Domestically, current recycling rates are at a minimum 60%
for various materials and waste streams.

34–35

EN26

Initiatives to mitigate environmental
impacts of products and services.

Best practices are incorporated in the Parsons Sustainability
Handbook.

7

EN29

Significant environmental impacts of
transporting workforce, products, and
other goods and materials.

Best practices are incorporated in the Parsons Sustainability
Handbook.

7

555,572-kWh/y reductions projected by eliminating servers.

32

Parsons E1 Information technology energy-use
reductions.
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GRI
Number

GRI Indicator

Parsons Performance Results

Page

HR2
HR6
HR7

Human rights, child labor, and
compulsory labor.

All subcontractors working on U.S. government projects
are required to comply with all applicable regulations,
including those on Combating Trafficking in Persons.
Parsons requires all employees working on U.S. government
projects to be trained in the requirements of the Combating
Trafficking in Persons regulation, and they are required to
certify to their compliance, including requiring employees
to report any violation or possible violation of which they
become aware.

24

HR3

Employee training on policies and
procedures concerning aspects of
human rights.

Same performance results as HR2, HR6, and HR7.

24

HR4

Total incidents of discrimination.

Parsons’ Employee Dispute Resolution Program received
19 calls in 2012, 17 calls in 2013, and 15 calls in 2014.

24

LA1

Total workforce by employee type,
employment contract, and region.

62% of Parsons’ workforce is in North America:

17

• January 2015: 15,072 employees (total)
• January 2014: 13,159 employees (total)
• January 2013: 11,404 employees (total)
• January 2012: 10,981 employees (total)

LA2

Total number and rate of employee
turnover.

Total number of employees and rate of turnover:

19

• 2014: 1,923 employees (15%)
• 2013: 1,744 employees (16%)
• 2012: 1,524 employees (16%)

LA6

Percentage of total workforce
represented in health and safety
committees.

100% of Parsons’ employees are represented by safety
committees that have been established in our offices and
at our project locations. We empower our employees to
make safety personal, whether they are at work or at home.

LA7

Rates of injury.

Total recordable incident rate:

21–22

23

• 2014: 0.25
• 2013: 0.36
• 2012: 0.26
LA8

LA10

Health and illness-related education,
training, counseling, prevention, and
risk-control programs.

• 100% of employees have access to Parsons’ Employee
Assistance Program.

Average hours of training per year for
each employee.

• 2014: 6.3 hours

• 70% of employees have access to Parsons’ Wellness for
Life Program.
• 2013: 5.3 hours
• 2012: 8.4 hours
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23

20–21

GRI
Number

GRI Indicator

Parsons Performance Results

Page

LA11

Programs for skills management, end
of career, and lifelong learning.

Established in 2003, ParsonsU offers thousands of courses
covering a wide array of professional development topics
for all levels of employees, from early career professionals
to senior staff.

20–21

LA12

Percentage of employees receiving
regular performance and career
development reviews.

• 2014: Parsons’ performance review process went through
a procedural change; therefore, there is no information
to report.

N/A

• 2013: 67%
• 2012: 67%
LA13

Breakdown of employees by category.

Percentage of minority groups (nonwhite, non-Caucasian)
in workforce:

17

• January 2015: 27%
• January 2014: 26%
• January 2013: 26%
Percentage of women in workforce:
• January 2015: 25%
• January 2014: 26%
• January 2013: 26%
SO2

Percentage and total business units
analyzed for risks relating to
corruption.

Parsons’ 24-hour Ethics Helpline is available globally to all
employees so they can report concerns about business
practices, safety, violations of law, and company policies.

23

SO3

Percentage of employees trained in
organization’s anticorruption policies
and procedures.

Upon hire, all Parsons employees are required to read and
agree to the Parsons Code of Conduct, including
anticorruption policies, and 100% of employees are trained.
All employees are required to recertify to their acceptance
of and compliance with the code every other year.

23

SO4

Actions taken in response to incidents
of corruption.

No incidents of corruption have been reported.

24

SO5

Public policy positions and
participation in public policy
development and lobbying.

Parsons’ government relations staff address public policy
issues affecting the engineering and construction industry.

N/A

EC1

Direct economic value generated and
distributed as represented by
revenues, including unconsolidated
JVs.

• 2014: $4.3 billion

N/A

• 2013: $4.1 billion
• 2012: $3.4 billion
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Responsible Choices Help Make a Greener World

Conscientious Local Vendors

Parsons worked with design and print vendors well-versed in green printing practices and, by
staying local to our headquarters, the carbon footprint for this report was further reduced. The
printer is certified by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC®), which ensures that it will meet the
highest standards of responsible forest management. The digital press that printed this report is
fully automated, which reduces the make-ready and printing paper waste.

Environmentally Friendly Paper

This report was printed on uncoated paper that is 100% carbon neutral, processed
chlorine free (PCF), FSC® -certified, and made with renewable energy sources. The paper
manufacturer is an Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Green Power Partner.
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